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Inheritance undefined reference with custom allocators I am trying to have a hierarchy of classes where
the children can, in the constructor, build an allocator and initialize themselves. This is not as easy as

one might expect, as the constructors of the children are actually called and more importantly, the
constructor of the parent allocates memory in the beginning of its constructor, calling the constructors of
the children. The following code contains a minimal example of what I'm trying to do. #include #include
template struct parent { int g; }; template struct child : public parent { void *construct_data() const {
return &g; } }; int main() { std::auto_ptr> p(new child); } This gives me the following error message:
undefined reference to `parent::parent()' I already tried to specialize the parent's constructor with a

dummy/empty specialization: template struct parent { int g; }; but this gave a completely different error:
invalid conversion from 'parent*' to 'void*' How can I solve this problem? A: You have two errors: You

forgot to specialize your constructor that
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neurodegenerative disorder associated with spastic paraplegia
and infantile dystonia is caused by a mutation in the MID1 gene.
We report on two siblings with a progressive neurodegenerative

disorder with onset in early infancy, who died in their 8th and 11th
years respectively. The first patient had a spastic paraplegia with
progressive dystonia and a normal life span, whereas the second

developed a severe infantile dystonia with initial episodes of
choreoathetosis and a typical course of dystonia over the

following five years, with deterioration in later years. Both had
prominent coarse facial features and mental retardation. Brain
MRI showed basal ganglia abnormalities in the second patient.

Post-mortem examination disclosed abnormalities of the cortico-
striatal-pallidal-thalamic neuronal circuitry. Microtubule

accumulation was present in the brain stem, anterior horns of the
spinal cord and pyramidal cells of the cortical layers in both
siblings. Staining of the stellate bodies, which are targets for

gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)B receptors in cerebral cortex
and thalamus, was sparse, indicating deficient stimulation of

these receptors by endogenous GABA.
GAD67-immunohistochemistry showed relatively normal cortical

expression in the two patients, but reduced staining of the
thalamus and brain stem compared with controls. Three of the

four patients in previously published kindreds with MID1
mutations had initially non-progressive spastic paraplegia. MID1

mutations occur frequently in other neuromuscular disorders with
presumed GABA dysfunction. The clinical heterogeneity and the
non-progressive course are discussed in the light of the current
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knowledge of MID1's function and mode of inheritance.Bag of
Tricks Bag of Tricks is a trade name for a variety of performance

art stunts. Bag of Tricks is one of two major styles of performance
art that operate on a larger stage, in arenas, and used as

entertainment in the venues, but feature live acts (musicians,
vocalists, and other 6d1f23a050
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